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Abstract Over the past 15 years and through multiple large and devastating earthquakes, tsunami
warning systems have grown considerably in their efficacy in providing timely and accurate forecasts to
affected communities. However, one part of tsunami warning that still needs improvement is forecasts
catered to local, near‐field communities in the time after an earthquake rupture but before coastal
inundation. In this study, we test a rapid, Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)‐driven earthquake
characterization model using a large data set of synthetic megathrust ruptures for its near‐field tsunami
forecasting potential. We also provide a framework for tsunami forecasting that focuses on the likelihood
of exceedance of user‐defined coastal amplitudes that may be of use in the first 15 min following an
earthquake. Specifically, we can estimate the earthquake magnitude, without saturation, for 82% of
tested ruptures. We can also identify test ruptures as dominantly thrust events, without analyst guidance
for 92% of tested thrust ruptures. Finally, modeling the tsunami component of our rapidly estimated fault
rupture leads to greater than 80% accuracy in identifying tsunami impact at key coastal amplitude
thresholds. This is promising for near‐field warning when the time prior to inundation is limited to tens
of minutes. We focus this study on large megathrust ruptures along the quiescent Cascadia subduction
zone where there is already a dense GNSS network.
1. Introduction
Following a submarine earthquake, the places that bear the greatest tsunami hazards are local coastal com-
munities. Not only are tsunami amplitudes the highest in the near‐field environment but also damaging
waves can arrive soon after the earthquake rupture. During the 2011 Tohoku‐oki earthquake the first arrival
of the tsunami along coastlines in the Miyagi prefecture was 25 min after the rupture began; the tsunami
arrived at Sendai almost 70 min after the earthquake (Muhari et al., 2012; Tsuji et al., 2011). More abbre-
viated, the 2015 Illapel earthquake produced a tsunami that was detected at the nearest coastal tide gauges
within 15 min of rupture (Aránguiz et al., 2017; Satake & Heidarzadeh, 2017) while eyewitness reports from
the 2010 Maule earthquake identify a coastal arrival within 12 min (Vargas et al., 2011). When the near‐field
is the target, these abbreviated timeframes challenge the utility of many traditional methods of determining
and issuing tsunami warnings. Historically, tsunami hazard assessment and warnings have focused on pro-
viding warning from distant tsunami sources using seismic and seafloor data sets (Bernard & Titov, 2015).
Tsunami waveforms recorded at open‐ocean pressure sensors such as Deep‐Ocean Assessment and
Reporting of Tsunami (DART) gauges are analyzed in real time to determine appropriate tsunami warnings
(Mungov et al., 2013; Percival et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2016). However, submarine instruments, while pivotal
for middle and far‐field warnings, are in all but a few environments ill positioned for local tsunami warning
(Williamson & Newman, 2018). Therefore, seismic data, like W phase, which records information much
sooner, is used to quickly assess the potential tsunami hazard for the near field (Kanamori & Rivera, 2008).
While useful for warnings, seismic data takes time to converge on a stable and accurate magnitude for very
large events. Evenwith a timely and correctmagnitude, the expected tsunami hazard is still uncertain as little
else is known about the earthquake rupture.
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In complement to seismic data sets, displacements retrieved and pro-
cessed from high‐rate (1 Hz) real‐time Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS) sensors may provide useful information during
earthquake rupture and can be leveraged to provide local tsunami
warnings within the minutes after origin time. Unlike seismic data,
near‐field GNSS displacement data does not saturate due to large
motions (Bock et al., 2011). GNSS data can be tested to determine
preliminary magnitudes, fault orientations, and slip distributions
both for detailed earthquake source studies (e.g., Fang et al., 2014;
Gusman et al., 2015; Vigny et al., 2005, 2011; Wright et al., 2012;
Yue & Lay, 2011) as well as in real or simulated real‐time (e.g.,
Crowell et al., 2012, 2016; Melgar et al., 2015; Ruhl et al., 2017).
Because of this utility, GNSS‐focused algorithms have been devel-
oped within the earthquake early warning and rapid response
community. This includes BEFORES (Bayesian Evidence Based
Fault‐Orientation and Real‐time Earthquake Slip; Minson
et al., 2014), G‐larms (Geodetic Alarm System; Grapenthin
et al., 2014), REGARD (GEONET real‐time analysis system;
Kawamoto et al., 2016), and GFAST (Geodetic First Approximation
of Size and Time; Crowell et al., 2016) among others. Similarly, it
has been shown that GNSS waveforms can greatly speed up the cal-
culation of W phase moment tensors which traditionally cannot be
computed in the near‐field with seismic data alone (Riquelme
et al., 2016).
Past studies have also looked at the role of geodetic data in tsunami
early warning. A GPS derived earthquake magnitude was deter-
mined retroactively for the 2004 Sumatra earthquake by Blewitt
et al. (2006), signaling its utility for tsunami warning systems.
Sobolev et al. (2007) advocates that using both vertical and horizon-
tal components of GPS within 100 km of the earthquake source can
help better resolve slip, leading to better tsunami forecasts. Ohta
et al. (2012) also tested the utility of real‐time GPS in detecting
coseismic displacements, linking them to tsunami forecasts. Chen
et al. (2016) tested different rapid GPS‐based source inversions for
their utility in tsunami early warning for the 2014 Iquique earth-
quake, finding similarities in local tsunami amplitudes. The use of
GNSS positions of cargo ships has been proposed as a useful data
set for measuring tsunamis (Inazu et al., 2016). Chen et al. (2019)
propose an automated joint local GNSS and regional seismic inver-
sion for real time tsunami warning.
In this study, we take the first steps to systematically analyze the
quality of near‐field tsunami forecasts that would rely on earthquake
source products derived from high‐rate and real time GNSS data for potential earthquakes originating on the
Cascadia margin. Specifically, we focus on two aspects. First, we analyze the ability of regional GNSS sensors
to rapidly estimate characteristics of an offshore earthquake such as magnitude, focal mechanism, and fault
slip. Second, we show howwell automated GNSS‐driven slip models can reproduce observed tsunami ampli-
tudes at local coastlines, proposing an assessment method based on user defined thresholds that we believe is
beneficial for local tsunami warning. Our primary concern is providing accurate and timely information on
expected tsunami amplitudesminutes after earthquake rupture.While GNSS source products have been used
in the past to determine characteristics of the earthquake rupture, this study goes one step further and looks
at how these products translate to local tsunami intensity forecasting abilities. Successful tsunami hazard
assessment using GNSS data, while not a replacement for direct tsunami observations, could fill in the data
gap between tsunami generation and coastal inundation in the near field.
Figure 1. View of the Cascadia subduction zone and all regional 1 Hz GNSS
stations with potential real‐time capabilities. Gray meshed area shows the
map view of the subduction fault geometry and subfault size for
scenario ruptures. Plate boundaries are drawn as defined by Bird (2003). The
Cascadia subduction zone is abbreviated at CSZ. Vancouver Island is
marked as V.I.
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We focus our study on potential local megathrust ruptures affecting the Cascadia subduction zone (CSZ;
Figure 1). The CSZ, located off the Pacific Northwest of the United States and southwestern Canada, has a
high potential to generate a large tsunamigenic earthquake in the future. The last large (M > 8) earthquake
in this region was in 1700 (Satake et al., 1996). Tsunami models based on Japanese records of an “orphan
tsunami” from the same time advocate that the earthquake likely occurred over the entire CSZ megathrust
(Satake et al., 2003). Paleotsunami studies along the Pacific Northwest also corroborate with tsunami models
and identify multiple possible large tsunamigenic earthquakes rupturing in the centuries prior to the 1700
event (Atwater et al., 1995; Nelson et al., 1995; Witter et al., 2011). Though estimates vary by study, the
CSZ has a paleotsunami deposit derived recurrence interval of about 500 years (Peters et al., 2007). This indi-
cates that the region has the potential for future large and damaging events. In addition to its expected tsu-
nami hazard, the CSZ is an ideal environment as it also has a large number of deployed real‐time GNSS
sensors, allowing for the potential for a higher degree of resolution in source inversion studies (Figure 1).
Currently, data streams from 213 stations are processed and broadcasted to end users including the
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (Melgar et al., 2020). This is comple-
mented by additional stations that are part of smaller networks such as the Bay Area Regional
Deformation (BARD), the Pacific Northwest Geodetic Array (PANGA), and international networks such
as the Network of the Americas (NOTA). Future work will aim to test for rupture scenarios not originating
on the CSZmegathrust such as splay faulting, and eventually, we will apply our models to other regions out-
side of the U.S. Pacific Northwest; GNSS networks are sparser.
2. Methods and Data
Below, we explain the three key components of this study: the database of earthquake‐tsunami pairs that we
use as our observations, the rapid earthquake characterization model, and the metrics that we use to grade
the performance of this model. We also discuss how the rupture environment and data is treated and the
main parameters used in the tsunami propagation code.
2.1. Event Database
A large data set of local tsunamigenic earthquakes is needed in order to test the efficacy of GNSS‐based tsu-
nami forecasts. However, the CSZ does not have a catalog of recorded significant events to use. Therefore, we
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 2. Summarized parameters for the synthetic rupture database from Melgar et al. (2016). (a) Distribution of earthquake magnitudes. (b) Fault length and
width compared to magnitude‐area scaling relations of Blaser et al. (2010). (c) Mean slip as a function of magnitude. (d) Range in mean fault dip per event.
Mean of entire data set is marked with a solid black line. (e) Range in mean strike per event. (f) Range in mean rake per event.
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use a database of 1,300 precomputed stochastic heterogenous slip scenarios fromMelgar et al. (2016), which
will act in this study as a set of synthetic observations. Key features of these ruptures, such as fault
geometries, and slip are summarized in Figure 2. Features of the modeled tsunami for each of these
ruptures are summarized in Figure 3. We use synthetic events, rather than a series of real global events
for two important reasons. First, in order to test the limitations of rapid tsunami forecasting abilities, we
need a dense data set of tsunami observations, primarily along the entirety of the local coastline.
Accurately building such a data set requires exact knowledge of the earthquake source and the tsunami
propagation. However, this exactness is nearly impossible to achieve with real events as every source
model is the result of an inverse problem solution that has assumptions about the Earth's structure, noise,
model resolution, and source smoothing. Second, even with perfect and dense observation data, we
simply do not have enough large tsunamigenic earthquakes in modern history to use as our only source
for model testing. For the purposes of reporting and testing a range of earthquake rupture scenarios, this
study works better, at least initially, with synthetic data that can be modulated to test different model
strengths and weaknesses. In future work, we will need models of many different types of faulting
including splay faults, outer rise events, and strike‐slip faults, over a range of station distances and with
ranges of station noise, all for the same region. Then after a baseline for tsunami forecasting ability is set,
real events with all their inherent uncertainties can be incorporated to further test modeling abilities.
Melgar et al. (2016) rupture database focuses on thrust events rupturing on the slab interface of the CSZ. This
interface uses the slab geometry from McCrory et al. (2012) to a depth of 30 km. Rupture length and width
are determined using magnitude dependent empirical scaling laws from Blaser et al. (2010) and then trans-
posed onto our slab geometry. Slip is applied to the fault interface using the Karhunen‐Loève expansion
method described in Melgar et al. (2016) for Cascadia specific cases and more generally in LeVeque et al.
(2016). This method assigns slip over each subfault using a von Karman correlation function, which has been
found to replicate the statistics of slip distributions from past finite‐fault solutions of moderate sized earth-
quakes (Mai & Beroza, 2002). The 1,300 events range in magnitude fromMw 7.5 to Mw 9.3; the range in slip
and rupture geometry of these events are shown in Figure 2. The synthetic events tested in this study are
treated equally and not assigned a magnitude‐dependent likelihood through a Guttenberg‐Richter distribu-
tion as is done in probabilistic tsunami hazard analysis. We are not attempting to forecast the likelihoods of
future tsunamis, rather we focus instead on the ability to recreate key metrics of our source models, such as
magnitude and tsunami impact. While this means that we are overemphasizing modeling at larger and less
probably magnitude events, it also gives us an opportunity to assess our forecasting capabilities and identify
any magnitude biases that we may occur at this extremum.
Using a Green's function approach linking motion at a GNSS station to slip on each subfault, we synthesize
high rate (1 Hz) three‐component GNSS waveforms for each rupture scenario. We follow the method of Zhu
and Rivera (2002) to generate station‐subfault impulse responses that are then convolved with the subfault's
slip rate function (Melgar et al., 2016). This method uses an Earth structure model that is specific to Cascadia
(a) (b)
Figure 3. Summarized features of the tsunami generated from all 1,300 events. (a) Mean and maximum tsunami
recorded along the coastline. (b) Tsunami potential energy for all 1,300 events.
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(Gregor et al., 2002). Waveforms are synthesized at the locations of 434 regionally located stations that could
potentially be leveraged for use in early warning. Included stations are part of NOTA, PANGA, and BARD
networks. Figure 1 shows the testing environment, including GNSS station locations, tectonic environment,
and synthetic rupture extent.
In preparation for modeling the tsunami, we convert each rupture scenario to seafloor deformation by cal-
culating the angular dislocations for triangular faults in an elastic half space (Comninou & Dundurs, 1975).
This method is an adaptation from the Okada equations, which focus on rectangular faults (Okada, 1985).
We assume an incompressible water column, allowing us to translate the seafloor deformation to a distur-
bance at the sea surface. This deformation initiates the tsunami, which is then modeled by solving the
two‐dimensional depth‐averaged nonlinear shallow water equations using the openly available software
package GeoClaw (Berger et al., 2011). GeoClaw previously underwent validation with the National
Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program using benchmark problems (Gonzalez et al., 2011). The edge of the
model domain is treated as a nonreflective boundary. GeoClaw also allows the wet/dry boundary of the
coastline to oscillate as the tsunami inundates along the coastline. Bottom friction is assumed to have a fixed
Manning coefficient of 0.025 throughout the domain.
We use adaptive mesh refinement to optimize the computational cost of the tsunami model, which allows us
to test a large database of scenarios. We model the tsunami in the open ocean with refinements that range
from 4 arcmin to 15 arcsec. Because we are mainly interested in the tsunami along the coast of the United
States, we use a define a narrow region immediately along the coastline where we fix the refinement to 3 arc-
sec for the entire duration of tsunami modeling. This finer coastal resolution allows us to better capture the
maximum tsunami amplitude as the waves enter shallow water. We model each scenario for 2 hr of propa-
gation time, which is enough to allow for the tsunami to propagate across the model domain. We log the tsu-
nami maximum amplitude at the first wet pixel along the coastline with an observation point spacing of
90 m, yielding a dense database of the coastal tsunami response to complement our rupture database. In
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4. Rupture scenario and peak ground displacement for three scenario test cases. (a–c) Slip distribution for each
scenario event overlaid on the larger, meshed, fault geometry. White star indicates the hypocentral location.
Outlined colored circles mark the location of GNSS stations and are colored according to their observed PGD.
Plate boundaries are approximate from Bird et al. (2003).
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order to clearly present and compare the tsunami amplitudes along the coastline, we will present coastal
amplitude results along a coarser 25 km along‐coastline spacing.
The properties of the earthquake rupture database including peak slip and fault geometry and properties of
the tsunami including mean and max coastal amplitudes are treated as our “known,” albeit synthetic, obser-
vations. We compare these properties with the output from the rapid earthquake module. Here we employ
the GFAST earthquake early warning algorithm, which uses real‐time, high‐rate GNSS data located at local
to regional distances. GFAST is divided into three modules which solve for the earthquake magnitude
(Crowell et al., 2013; Melgar et al., 2015), a centroid moment tensor (Melgar et al., 2012), and a finite fault
model (Crowell et al., 2012). GFAST has been used in simulated real time to analyze the sources of the
2010 Maule, 2014 Iquique, and 2015 Illapel, Chile earthquakes (Crowell et al., 2018) as well the 2016
Kaikoura, New Zealand earthquake (Crowell et al., 2018). This is the first time that GFAST is tested for its
tsunami forecasting ability.
2.2. GFAST Modules
Here we summarize howGFAST operates in the context of this project; for further details, we refer readers to
Crowell et al. (2012, 2013) and an operational flowchart in Crowell et al. (2016). As an earthquake occurs,
GFAST initiates from a seismic trigger, currently from ShakeAlert (Kohler et al., 2020; Murray et al., 2018)
Figure 5. East‐west component of all GNSS waveforms at hypocentral distances of 200 km or less for all three scenarios.
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that provides the first estimate of the hypocentral location and origin time. This seismic trigger is necessary
because GNSS data can have high ambient noise which could otherwise lead to false event triggering during
quiescent periods (e.g., Kawamoto et al., 2016;Melgar et al., 2020). Sincewe are testing GFASTwith synthetic
events, we assume that the regional seismic network has triggered and located the event hypocenter. In
regions with earthquake early warning systems such as ShakeAlert, this is trivial as the initial earthquake
source characterization only uses a few seconds of P wave data for origin information. Once initiated,
GFAST starts the three modules solving for magnitude, fault orientation, and distributed slip, respectively.
The first module calculates magnitude by measuring the peak ground displacement (PGD). PGD is calcu-
lated from the three components of the GNSS waveform as follows:
PGD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N tð Þ2 þ E tð Þ2 þ U tð Þ2
q
(1)
The three‐component GNSS waveforms, denoted as N, E, and U for north, east, and vertical components
respectively in Equation 1, are all zeroed at the earthquake origin time, which removes any preevent drifts.
Magnitude is derived from the PGD values of regional sensors using an improvement of the scaling laws
proposed by Crowell et al. (2013) and Melgar et al. (2015),
log10 PGDð Þ ¼ Aþ B MWð Þ þ C MWð Þlog10 Rð Þ (2)
where A, B, and C, are the regression coefficients −6.687, 1.5, and −0.214, respectively, Mw is the moment
magnitude, and R is the distance between the earthquake source and station (Crowell et al., 2016). The
expected uncertainty associated with PGD magnitude is ±0.3 magnitude units (Crowell et al., 2016). We
use this uncertainty as a metric for model performance. Ideally, a good model has an estimated magnitude
inside these bounds.
The second module, running simultaneous to the PGD module, uses the static offsets from the same GNSS
sensors to determine a geodetic centroid moment tensor (CMT) solution. The CMT module first conducts a
grid search of the area surrounding the hypocenter to determine the best centroid location and then inverts
for fault orientation. While the suite of synthetic ruptures follow the regional slab geometry and have a
forced thrust component, the CMT inversion has no a priori constraints on centroid location, strike, dip,
or rake. The best model solution is that which has the lowest residual to the GNSS offsets.
The third module constructs a coarse finite fault model from the nodal planes of the CMT solution. The
dimensions of the planar fault are assumed from the scaling relations of Blaser et al. (2010) paired with
the magnitude determined through the PGD module. While the length and width of the fault is allowed
to vary, the number of subfaults is fixed and set to 20 along strike and 5 along dip. Finite fault models are
constructed for both nodal planes of the moment tensor. The model with the larger variance reduction is
retained as the best model and is used as the input for tsunami modeling. Since the subfaults in the
GFAST module are rectangular, we use Okada (1985) for the seafloor deformation. This is ingested into
the GeoClaw tsunami model using the same bathymetric model and output is collected at the same coastal
locations as the suite of synthetic models.
2.3. Model Assessment Metrics
GFAST computes the magnitude, CMT, and time‐independent finite‐fault rupture of the earthquake, pro-
viding a solution every 30 s. At each output time, GNSS data that is circumscribed within a circular region
centered at the hypocenter andwhose radius is defined based on an assumed Swave velocity (here 3,000m/s)
is incorporated into the model. GNSS stations that are outside of this zone are assumed to have not yet
experienced displacement related to the earthquake and are therefore excluded. We allow GFAST to con-
tinue to update the earthquake model until a final time of 300 s. GFAST is capable of providing information
at shorter intervals (i.e., every second); however, this granularity is only necessary for earthquake early
warning not tsunami warning. In our results, we show the GFASTmodel output at the 180 s epoch since ori-
gin time. While we could instead use the results from a later epoch, where most if not all GNSS data is avail-
able for every rupture, 180 s represents a temporal limitation of advanced warning.
In this study, we first focus on the results from three selected events out of the 1,300.We choose these because
they are representative of the types of behavior we see in the larger data set. We then also show a synthesis of
10.1029/2020JB019636Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth
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GFAST performance for the database as a whole. The slip distribution for each of the three example ruptures
is shown in Figure 4, and the east‐west component of displacement local to the hypocenter for each of the
three events is shown in Figure 5. Rupture onset time as a function of location on the fault plane for each
scenario is available in Figure S1 in the supporting information. Model A has Mw 8.3 unilateral southward
rupture with one asperity rupturing with a centralized peak slip of 12 m. Model B is a Mw 8.5 rupturing to
the north with two discrete asperities, one near the hypocenter with a peak slip of 12 m, and another to
the north with 8 m of slip. Model C is a Mw 9.0 rupture that initiates at the northwest edge of Vancouver
Island propagating south with multiple complex regions of slip. The peak slip of 25 m occurs at the
southern edge of the rupture, 230 s after origin time. Since all events occur on the slab interface, they all
have predominantly thrust mechanism on a low angle (~9°) fault. These three events are highlighted to
showcase both desirable and undesirable features of GFAST performance. While this study focuses on
these three scenarios in detail, all results for all 1,300 scenarios are also available and published as a data
set with this study (see Acknowledgments section).
We assess the performance of GFAST and the resultant tsunami forecast from the perspective of both how
well the earthquake rupture is modeled and how well the tsunami amplitude at the coastline is forecast.
For the PGD magnitude, we consider a good result to be an estimated magnitude that falls within 0.3 mag-
nitude units of the true magnitude. The CMT and finite‐fault results are assessed in tandem. A good GFAST
result recreates the original strike, dip, rake, peak, and mean slip. We will show the fault plane geometry
residual for the three scenario events as well as our general 1,300 databases.
Finally, we measure the tsunami forecast performance in two ways. First, we assess how well the tsunami
amplitude along the coastline from the GFAST model approximate the corresponding tsunami from our
database. In addition to testing the tsunami model fit across coastal transects, we use a sensitivity assessment






Figure 6. (a–c) Evolution of MPGD with time for scenarios A–C. Light red shaded area indicates ±0.3 magnitude units
from the true magnitude. Red dashed line indicates to true magnitude. Target magnitude indicated in lower right
corner. (d) Magnitude comparison between true magnitude and MPGD at 180 s. E. Residual between GFAST and
synthetic rupture scenarios. Scenarios are subdivided by the true event magnitude in 0.25 magnitude bins. Bounds
of each box outline the first and third quartiles. The median is indicated by a thick black line and outliers are indicated
by diamond shaped markers. The ±0.3 magnitude units are indicated by light red shaded areas, and zero residual is
indicated by a red dashed line.
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approach, a user defines a coastal amplitude threshold of interest, then the model is judged by its ability to
correctly forecast where the tsunami did and did not exceed this coastal level. This loosely follows
procedures to address the likelihood of exceeding set thresholds of ground motion in earthquake early
warning (e.g., Minson et al., 2018). For a preset and user defined tsunami amplitude (e.g., 1 m), we can
compute the percentage of instances for which both our scenario and rapid model forecast coastal
amplitudes are in exceedance of this value. These instances would be considered as true positive forecasts.
Similarly, we can compute the instances where both the scenario and model forecast that the tsunami will
not exceed this value (true negative). The more locations that are identified as true positive and true
negative, the higher the total model accuracy. Two ways that the model results can be erroneous are if the
scenario tsunami exceeds the set benchmark at a location, but the model does not and the opposite: If the
scenario tsunami does not exceed the benchmark, but the model does. These would be false positive and
false negative forecasts, respectively. False negative forecasts are dangerous as coastal communities that
should receive warnings and possibly evacuate are unwarned. False positives are also problematic because
too many false positives erode confidence for future possibly correct forecasts (Yun & Hamada, 2015). By
this metric, a good model would maximize the percentage of true positive and negative forecasts while
minimizing false positive and negative forecasts. The philosophy here is that a specific user of a warning
system sets the threshold at which an action is triggered. With this approach, by how much the tsunami
exceeded the threshold is less important than simply correctly forecasting that the threshold was indeed
exceeded. A similar analysis is used to look at forecasts of ground motion and intensity in the earthquake
early warning field (Ruhl et al., 2019; Minson et al., 2019).
3. Results
3.1. PGD Magnitude
The first available output from GFAST is the earthquake's magnitude (MPGD) using peak ground displace-
ment. If the MPGD for a given scenario is within the method uncertainty of 0.3 magnitude units, then we
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7. Resultant GFAST finite‐fault solutions for scenarios A–C. Red transects A to A′ and B to B′ are the locations
where the tsunami amplitude is calculated. Resultant tsunami along this transect is shown in Figure 8. White circles
are the locations of GNSS sensors. The true slip values for each scenario are shown in Figure 4.
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consider the result as successful. Figure 6 shows both the MPGD esti-
mates for the three scenarios at each epoch as well as the MPGD esti-
mate and residuals for all 1,300 ruptures at the 180 s epoch. Model A,
which has a true magnitude of MW 8.26, reaches a magnitude of 8.03
within 90 s and a magnitude of 8.17 by 180 s. Model B, which has a
true magnitude of MW 8.54, reaches a magnitude of 8.04 within 90 s
and a magnitude of 8.37 by 180 s. Both models A and B satisfy our
requirement to converge on an estimated magnitude that is within
0.3 units of the true magnitude. Model C, however, does not satisfy
this requirement. While the rupture's true magnitude is 9.01,
GFAST estimates a magnitude of 8.61 at 90 s and 9.73 by 180 s.
We assess all 1,300 scenarios at the 180 s epoch andMPGD was correct
(within ±0.3 magnitude units) 82% of the time (1,069 of 1,300 scenar-
ios). For 18% of scenarios, MPGD did not perform to our set standard. Figure 6 shows the comparison between
true model magnitude and GFAST's MPGD as well as the residual between true and estimated magnitude,
divided into 0.25 magnitude unit bins. Among the large outliers (residuals exceeding ±0.5), all save one case
is due to an overestimate ofMPGD. Themedian residual for all 1,300 scenarios is +0.1 magnitude units mean-
ing there is a slight tendency to overestimate the magnitude. Across all magnitudes bins tested, all scenarios
that fall within the first and third quartiles of results fall within 0.3 units of true magnitude.
3.2. CMT and Finite Fault
Using the PGD informedmagnitude to scale the fault length and width, an automated centroid moment ten-
sor and finite‐fault model is produced using the static offset provided from the regional GNSS network. The
fault locations and slip distributions for the three scenario cases are shown in Figure 7. The differences in
fault geometry between the synthetic ruptures and the GFAST rapid models are shown in Table 1. In all
three cases, the focal mechanism was identified to be primarily thrust; however, the generated fault planes
converge at a much steeper dip (~30°) than the actual sources which have a predominant dip of 9°. While the
strike in all three cases recreates a roughly north‐south rupture plane, there is a large discrepancy in
Scenario C shown in Figure 7. In Scenario C, the true strike is 341° and the estimate is 359°. While this dis-
crepancy is relatively small, due to the earlier overestimate of the fault magnitude which leads to a larger
model fault length, it amounts to a large east‐west offset between where slip occurs in the scenario and
where slip is modeled. Larger full rupture cases like Scenario C also highlight GFAST's current limitation
in using planar faults even when the environment requires a bend or change in strike to fully account for
ruptures extending from Washington, USA, into Vancouver Island, Canada, or vice versa.
In complement to Figure 2, Figure 8 shows the comparison onmean slip, max slip, and fault geometry for all
1,300 scenarios. GFAST slightly underestimates both peak and mean slip compared to the finite faults avail-
able in the synthetic database. The mean residual between GFAST and the database models for mean and
max slip is −2.6 and −1.4 m, respectively; however, these residuals are highly magnitude dependent
(Figure S3).
GFAST's performance determining the fault geometry can be summarized by comparing the mean strike,
dip, and rake of all the database events against the mean strike, dip, and rake of the preferred nodal plane
derived by GFAST. These fault parameters are displayed in Figure 2 for the database cases, where the aver-
age strike, dip, and rake along with the standard deviations of each are: 349.6 ± 11.1°, 10.5 ± 1°, and 90°,
respectively. The standard deviation of the rake for the database cases is zero because all earthquakes have
forced pure thrust component. Figure 8 shows the average strike, dip, and rake along with the standard
deviations of the ensemble of GFAST solutions as 359.5 ± 50.6°, 40.1 ± 10.3°, and 90.2 ± 18.2°, respectively.
Both the database and GFAST mean fault geometries are also recorded in Table 1.
When looking at results between the database events and GFAST, the dominant thrust component is reliably
recovered across all events. In no scenario tested did GFAST estimate a strike‐slip or normal faulting rup-
ture. GFAST does not do a good job at determining the shallow depth of the megathrust interface.
Instead, GFAST preferred fault planes reliably assign a much steeper >30° dip.
Table 1
Fault Parameters for Scenarios A–C Compared With the Rapid
Finite‐Fault Solution
Model Geometry
Strike Dip Rake Peak slip (m)
Scenario A 355° 9.4° 90° 13.6
GFAST Estimate 351° 28.1° 74° 11.3
Scenario B 355° 9.5° 90° 11
GFAST Estimate 356° 38.6° 81° 8.67
Scenario C 341° 9.6° 90° 27
GFAST Estimate 359° 41.7° 109° 20.8
Mean Synthetic Database 349.6° 10.5° 90°
Mean GFAST estimate 359.5° 40.1° 90.2°
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To assess the total seafloor deformation, which accounts for the relationship between depth, dip, and slip, we





where the density of seawater is ρ, g is gravity, and η is the sea surface amplitude. Despite differences in
fault geometry, both GFAST and the database models are in good agreement (Figure 8). While the tsunami
potential energy is a known proxy for the near‐field tsunami impact, (Nosov et al., 2014), it cannot fully
replace analysis of the spatial extent and intensity of the tsunami along coastlines.
3.3. Coastal Tsunami Amplitudes
The tsunami for each finite fault model is computed, and the tsunami amplitude is shown along two trans-
ects in Figure 9: A to A′ running fromwest to east along Vancouver Island and B to B′ running from south to
north along the U.S. west coast, as shown on the map in Figure 7. Scenario A's synthetic rupture produces a
peak coastal amplitude of 5.6 m near 46°N. The GFAST solution for this same event produces a tsunami with
a peak amplitude at the same location but is slightly larger, at 6.8 m. Similar to its bimodal slip distribution,
scenario B has two zones of peak coastal amplitude, both above 6 m. The rapid fault solution did not distin-
guish between these two zones and instead has a smoother solution resulting in one central peak of 7 m. The
finite fault solution for scenario C did a poor job recreating the original slip and this translated to a poor
recreation of the expected tsunami. The rapid model results greatly overestimate the tsunami amplitude at
northern latitudes (observed at 8 m but modeled in excess of 15 m).
We assess the tsunami forecast error at each coastal site by calculating the residual between the true and
modeled amplitude at each binned location, where each bin is 25 km in length. A comparison between
the mean and maximum recorded coastal tsunami between the database and GFAST for all 1,300 events
(Figure 8) shows a total mean andmax residual of +1.7 and +9.0 m, respectively, indicating an overestimate.
The residual increases with increasing magnitude. The maximum residual related to smaller magnitude
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 8. Summarized results between the synthetic database and GFAST. (a) Mean and maximum slip across each finite fault plane. (b) Mean and maximum
amplitude tsunami along the coastline of the Pacific Northwest. (c) Tsunami potential energy, measured in Joules (J). (d) Range in mean fault dip per
preferred GFAST nodal plane. Mean of entire data set is marked with a solid black line. (e) Range in mean strike per event. (f) Range in mean rake per event.
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(and thus typically smaller tsunami events) events is −30 cm while events with a magnitude greater than 9.0
see residuals greater than 9 m (Figure S3).
A metric to compare the model and observed tsunamis is to plot the maximum tsunami for every location
along the discretized coastline for every model run in a large scale and aptly named confusion matrix
(Figure 10). Here model results for every scenario are categorized by how much they over or underestimate
the database result down to a resolution of 25 cm. If every GFAST derived tsunami, plotted on the x axis, per-
fectly predicted the observed tsunami, and plotted on the y axis, at the exact same locations along the coast,
then all values on the confusion matrix would be concentrated on the diagonals, similar to an identity
matrix. Any spread from diagonal shows the misestimate between model and observed. The color of the
box indicates the frequency of occurrence. With the cases tested in this study, there is a tendency for the
GFAST model to overestimate the tsunami when compared to the database model. This causes a higher fre-
quency of occurrence away from the diagonal in the positive x direction. However, the frequency of times
where the GFAST tsunami model greatly overpredicts the database models is low. GFAST predicts within
1 m of the true amplitude 65% of the time and within 25 cm 22% of the time. GFAST forecasts a tsunami that
is more than 3 m off from the true value 16% of the time and more than 5 m off 10% of the time.
In a similar way, we can use a model sensitivity method (Figure 11) for each tested scenario as a way to con-
vert the results of the confusion matrix into forecasting outcomes. In the case of model A, a modest sized tsu-
nami impacted the coastline local to the source. This impact was largely recreated using the rapid GFAST
model. With a goal of forecasting the presence of a tsunami of at least 1 m along regional coastlines, the
GFAST model succeeded over 80% of the time: 27% of the coastline correctly forecasted a tsunami of at least
1 m and another 60% of cases correctly forecast that the tsunami would not reach 1 m. A false alarm was
issued for 13% of localities, and at one location, the tsunami did exceed 1m but was not accurately forecasted.
If the benchmark value is lowered, then the percent of locations that experience a true positive forecast
Figure 9. Bar graphs show the observed (hollow) and modeled (gray) tsunami along transect A to A′, following the
coastline of Vancouver Island and transect B to B′ following the coastline of the U.S. West Coast. (Transect trace is
outlined in red Figure 7.)
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increases, as most places will report some sort of tsunami impact. Conversely, as the threshold is raised to
greater and greater values, the percentage of true negative forecasts increase. For larger magnitude cases,
as shown through scenario C, the tsunami is large enough to affect the entire model space with coastal
amplitudes of at least 30 cm. Therefore, even with a model result that grossly miscalculates details of the
fault rupture, as is the case in scenario C, the modeled tsunami will still meet this minimum amplitude
requirement, leading to a high percentage of true positive forecasts.
An average of the benchmark style forecasting abilities for all 1,300 scenarios is shown in Figure 12. Using a
30 cm tsunami amplitude threshold and our coastal discretization, we can correctly forecast the tsunami's
arrival 90% of the time. This includes cases where we accurately forecast that there will be a tsunami as well
as cases where we correctly forecast that there is not a tsunami. Table 2 shows the forecasting ability at 30 cm
and 1, 3, and 5 m thresholds for each scenario, and Table 3 shows the averaged forecasting abilities for all
scenarios. We pick these thresholds as guides as 30 cm to 1 m is a range where a U.S. tsunami advisory
may be issued (Whitmore et al., 2008) where 3 to 5 m are also used as metrics in Japanese warning systems.
4. Discussion
Operational forecasting systems in the United States have traditionally relied on source models that use a
linear combination of precomputed tsunami unit sources (Gica et al., 2008; Titov, 2009). Paired with obser-
vations from a sparse but global array of DART gauges, these unit sources allow for quick tsunami hazard
assessments with a limited computational budget. However, the time that it takes for a tsunami to travel
from the source to one of these gauges is often long enough that their use for near‐field warning is limited
(Williamson & Newman, 2018). In addition, a unit source approach cannot discern fault geometries that
are not already in its database, leaving little room for the analysis of nontraditional or nonthrust events.
Furthermore, correct earthquake magnitudes can be difficult to attain in the first few minutes following a
rupture. As rupture scales increase with increasing magnitude, the variability in potential coastal tsunami
intensities also grow (Melgar, Williamson, et al., 2019). In cases where larger earthquakes are expected, such
as along Cascadia, the inclusion of nonuniform slipping rupture models, as shown here, has the potential to
more accurately capture the variability in hazard along coastlines and to better identify peak slip.
With increasingly available high‐performance computing, it is now possible to run a custom‐built “on‐the‐
fly” tsunami model within seconds to minutes, ending a reliance on precomputed sources (Angove
et al., 2019). It also allows for more complex, heterogenous slip rupture models. Faster computing shortens
the period of time between acquiring and processing data and issuing alerts, making local and customizable
alerts more feasible.
(a) (b)
Figure 10. (a) Confusion matrix comparing maximum coastal amplitudes discretized at 20 km spacing along the coast
for all 1,300 database events against the GFAST tsunami with the same coastal discretization. The color of each square
indicates the density of occurrences in a log scale. (b) Percent occurrence of cases in reference to the diagonal.
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The first available information about the earthquake rupture fromGFAST is a PGD informedmagnitude. As
shown in Figure 6, MPGD does a good job approximating the true magnitude for most events with the first
180 s of available GNSS data; 82% of the scenarios tested converged toward the true magnitude. There are
a few cases where our estimated magnitude has a residual outside of our self‐imposed limits that define a
“good” solution (±0.3magnitude units). A closer inspection of the ruptures associatedwith theMPGD outliers
shows that poorly performing scenarios always have at least one of the same two characteristics. The first is a
purely unilateral rupture from a region with a low station density region to a region with high station density
coupled with themajority of themoment release occurring proximal to this high‐density area. An example of
this is highlighted in this study's scenario C (Figure 4c). Here the earthquake initiated offshore of northern
Vancouver Island and ruptured south. The area within 300 km of the hypocenter has a station roughly every
50 km along the coastline and limited moment release. Further away the station distances decrease to
roughly 10 km. This region also has the two main asperities that released the bulk of the seismic moment
in the rupture. In these cases, the PGDmagnitude component of GFAST overestimates the earthquake mag-
nitude by up to 1 magnitude unit. The reason for this is that MPGD assumes a point source, as a result, the
large moment release far from the hypocenter is interpreted as originating from an extremely large magni-
tude event. With many more far‐field stations registering large displacements and hence a larger magnitude
than near‐field stations with smaller levels of displacement, the MPGD estimate skews toward fitting the high
displacement far‐field stations. This is a current limitation of the MPGD approach which relies on the point
source assumption being at least approximately true. Efforts are underway to overcome thus problem, for
example, machine learning algorithms can be trained to identify magnitude based on GNSS waveforms,
without the point source assumption and promise to be more robust in this (Lin et al., 2019).
The second case that causes large residuals is the reverse scenario: Themajority of moment release occurring
far from the hypocenter but in an area of low station density. This translates to an overwhelming number of
stations reporting small amounts of ground displacement, which overshadows the few sparse stations that
may experience the latent slip. Other unsuccessful MPGD cases occurred largely offshore of Vancouver
Island where the entire rupture is concentrated near the trench where the distances between source and sta-
tion are greatest and with a limited near‐field network. Examples of the ruptures where MPGD typically fails
are shown in greater detail in Figure S2. A goal for future versions of GFAST will incorporate better distance
measures for MPGD to account for the aforementioned issues.
A rapid and accurate magnitude determination is important when assessing the expected tsunami hazard,
but it is an imperfect metric. Two earthquakes with the same magnitude can generate different sized tsuna-
mis, particularly in the nearfield, depending on the details of the slip pattern, fault orientation, and centroid
depth. The ability to accurately forecast coastal tsunami amplitudes minutes after earthquake rupture is ulti-
mately the goal of local tsunami warning. In order to model the expected tsunami from source to the coast-
line, we first need the vertical component of seafloor deformation calculated using the GFAST finite fault
outputs.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 11. Tsunami forecasting capabilities at set benchmark amplitudes for the three scenario cases (a–c).
Abbreviations TP, TN, FP, and FN indicate true positive, true negative, false positive, and false positive, respectively.
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The GFAST finite‐fault ruptures can quickly identify thrust events
from the provided GNSS data, modeling a coarse approximation of
the earthquake rupture and providing more information on the tsu-
namigenic potential of an event than just the magnitude. However,
finite‐fault solutions are nonunique: Multiple different fault geome-
tries and slip distributions may fit on‐land GNSS data equally well.
Without a priori constraints this can lead to fault models that are
improbable for the given tectonic environment such as Scenario C
and its error in identifying the best fault strike (Figure 7c).
At a first look, this can be problematic for real time tsunamimodeling
as the more accurate tsunami model will stem from a finite‐fault
source that closely resembles the original earthquake slip distribu-
tion. While these rapid models provide a limited description of the
real slip distribution, they are nonetheless useful: They roughly cap-
ture the spatial location of slip, an estimated focal mechanism, and total moment of the earthquake, which
translates to useful information about the tsunami. Amodeling approach that is conscientious of data uncer-
tainties, fault geometries, and model regularization will always yield better results than a rapid approxima-
tion. However, in the case of tsunami early warning, these sorts of decisions often take time and are not
feasible for local coastlines. For wholesale public acceptance and confidence, we must strive for more than
“good enough” and the results shown here point to obvious necessary improvements to GFAST such as
including a library of precomputed likely fault geometries such as the known location of the megathrust.
In future versions of the code, the finite fault inversions on the two nodal planes from the CMT solution will
compute against other candidate geometries. Ongoing research will show whether this solves the issue of
outliers and tectonically unlikely geometries (i.e., Crowell et al., 2019).
Overall, earthquake characterizations through GFAST have demonstrated promise in rapidly capturing
large megathrust events. The main utility of each rapid model is not how well each of the earthquake's char-
acteristics are recovered, but what information can be reliably issued related to the expected tsunami inten-
sity at the local coastline. While we show results for a range of coastal amplitudes (Figures 10 and 11), we
focus primarily on our ability to accurately forecast a tsunami at 30 cm and 1, 3, and 5 m. The reason for
these levels is that they represent tsunami intensities that require an actionable response through tsunami
advisories and warnings. At 30 cm, an advisory may be issued and caution should be expressed when near
affected coastlines. At 1 m, immediate surroundings around coastlines may be affected. At 3 m, the tsunami
intensity is severe and at 5 m or greater; the tsunami is catastrophic (Whitmore et al., 2008). Even with
imperfect knowledge on the exact distribution of slip or the exact earthquake magnitude, we are able to fore-
cast if a tsunami will or will not affect the coast at these intensities with a high accuracy and few false alarms
or missed alerts. For example: in Scenario C (Figure 11), even with an imperfect source geometry, the loca-
tions where the tsunami will have at least a 1 m tsunami, indicating action near the coast needs to be taken,
or under 1 m, are correctly identified 90% of the time. The average accuracy across all scenarios tested is
greater than 80% at the 1 m amplitude and slightly higher for most other tested amplitudes.
These assessments of tsunami impact can be made available within minutes of the earthquake rupture,
along with information about the earthquake's location, focal mechanism, and magnitude, providing
Figure 12. Averaged tsunami forecasting capabilities at set benchmark
amplitudes ranging from 0 to 10 m for all 1,300 scenarios.
Table 2
Breakdown of Forecasting Outcomes for Coastal Tsunamis of 30 cm and 1, 3, and 5 m for Each of the Three Scenario Cases
Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C
Threshold 30 cm 1 m 3 m 5 m 30 cm 1 m 3 m 5 m 30 cm 1 m 3 m 5 m
TP 83.3% 26.7% 8.3% 1.7% 85.0% 41.7% 16.7% 3.3% 96.7% 78.3% 58.3% 35.0%
TN 8.3% 60.0% 91.7% 96.7% 10.0% 51.7% 73.3% 78.3% 3.3% 15.0% 33.3% 46.7%
FP 8.3% 13.0% 0.0% 1.7% 5.0% 6.7% 3.3% 8.3% 0.0% 0.0% 5.0% 11.7%
FN 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 6.7% 10.0% 0.0% 6.7% 3.3% 6.7%
Accuracy 91.7% 86.7% 100.0% 98.3% 95.0% 93.3% 90.0% 81.7% 100.0% 93.3% 91.7% 81.7%
Note. TP, TN, FP, and FN are abbreviations for true positive, true negative, false positive, and false negative, respectively.
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actionable information for communities simultaneous to initial tsu-
nami alert messages. Then, as more data is acquired from offshore
pressure instruments and coastal tide gauges, the initial tsunami alert
can be updated for middle to far field forecasts, using already tested
and well‐established methods for forecasting far‐field hazard.
The use of GNSS for rapid source models fills the gap between tsu-
nami initiation and the first direct observations of the tsunami tens
of minutes later from open‐ocean pressure gauges. Future work will
test how the inclusion of noise will affect source models, particularly
for smaller earthquake generated tsunamis. However, it is important
to note that for larger events as are tested here, the typical range for
GNSS noise (between 2 and 5 cm) is much lower than the expected signal (Melgar et al., 2020). In addition
to traditional on‐land GNSS, fully submarine data sets, such as pressure data from cabled networks, can pro-
vide key real‐time and direct tsunami information for earthquakes (Gusman et al., 2014; Heidarzadeh
et al., 2019; Howe et al., 2019; Kanazawa et al., 2016; Maeda et al., 2015). This data can then be incorporated
into geodetic and seismic assessments, providing high‐resolution models from trench to coastline, reducing
some of the uncertainties common with geodetic models and highlighted above (Tsushima et al., 2014). As
discussed in Angove et al. (2019), reducing uncertainty allows for a more effective public response as initial
forecasts are issued with a higher degree of confidence. However, cabled arrays, which can potentially cover
the entire rupture region of a subduction zone, are new, costly, and currently limited in spatial scope. Until
proximal seafloor instrumentation is more ubiquitous, GNSS data, which is comparatively cheaper and is
already deployed in most tectonically active regions, provides useful high‐quality real‐time data streams
for regional events that can be leveraged for operational local tsunami warning.
5. Conclusion
In this study, we show results from testing a large synthetic data set against the GFAST rapid earthquake
characterization module for megathrust ruptures along the CSZ. Even though there has not been a large tsu-
namigenic earthquake on the Cascadia megathrust in modern history, these tests help us to identify poten-
tial forecasting abilities as well as model and data limitations. These limitations and new directions, such as
the inclusion of noise to GNSS waveforms, sparser GNSS networks, and the incorporation of nonthrust and
nonmegathrust earthquakes, will be the focus of future research. Using displacement data available within
the first 3 min following an earthquake, we can estimate an event magnitude within 0.3 units of the true
magnitude for 80% of tested cases. This rapid earthquake magnitude is useful for a quick hazard assessment,
but a forecast of the resultant tsunami at the coastline is valuable since tsunami hazards are dependent on a
variety of other factors such as focal mechanism and the distribution of slip. When comparing our synthetic
tsunami models to those created using the GFAST rapid source module, our performance is dependent on
the goodness of the fault model, which can at times be erroneous due to limitations in data resolution with
increasing distance offshore. However, tested scenarios are able to recreate the largely north‐south striking
dominantly thrust (and thus more tsunamigenic) rupturing earthquakes that are expected along the
Cascadia margin. More work does, however, need to be conducted to constrain the fault dip, a parameter
that may be better recovered if using a preprovided regional slab geometry. If we focus on our forecasting
ability at predetermined coastal amplitude benchmarks, then we are able to create a timely forecast of the
hazard at that benchmark value with an average accuracy greater than 80%. While this is far from perfect,
it acts as a useful first approximation that is needed for near‐field communities. As more direct data from
offshore sources such as DART and tide gauges are acquired, more informed warnings can be issued for mid-
dle and far field communities.
Data Availability Statement
The stochastic slip models used in this study are publicly available from https://zenodo.org/record/59943
website. The Clawpack/Geoclaw tsunami modeling code is openly available at http://www.clawpack.org/
website. The model result and coastal tsunami amplitudes for every model in this study as well as simulated
GNSS waveforms are publicly available from https://zenodo.org/record/3677471 website.
Table 3
Forecasting Outcomes at 30 cm and 1, 3, and 5 m, for the Averaged Data Set
All 1,300 scenarios
Threshold 30 cm 1 m 3 m 5 m
True Positive 74.0% 47.2% 21.8% 12.3%
True Negative 16.4% 37.0% 62.9% 74.7%
False Positive 6.8% 12.6% 11.8% 10.0%
False Negative 2.8% 3.2% 3.5% 2.9%
Total Accuracy 90.4% 84.2% 84.7% 87.0%
Total Error 9.6% 15.9% 15.3% 13.0%
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